Over-the-fence cochlear implantation: is it worthwhile?
The objective of the study was to estimate the upper limit of speech perception for cochlear implant candidates. A retrospective chart review of more than 700 cochlear implant users was conducted. All patients received their implant through the Quebec Cochlear Implant Program, which is a hospital- and rehabilitation centre-based program. Charts from patients with preimplantation sentence recognition performance exceeding 40% were selected. Postoperative performance was compared with preoperative results. Sentence and word recognition was assessed with a multimedia auditory test battery. Comparison of pre- and postimplantation sentence recognition in the best aided condition shows some theoretical gain up to a 80 to 85% score for in-quiet sentence recognition tests before the surgery. Comparison of preimplantation sentence recognition in the best aided condition and postimplantation word recognition with the implant alone shows some gain up to a 60% score for in-quiet sentence recognition tests before the surgery. The speech perception selection criteria can confidently be expanded to 60% from a conservative perspective and even up to the 80% range if the use of a contralateral hearing aid is highly expected.